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013.12.0Abstract This paper is concerned with the attitude control of a three-axis-stabilized spacecraft
which consists of a central rigid body and a ﬂexible sun-tracking solar array driven by a solar array
drive assembly. Based on the linearization of the dynamics of the spacecraft and the modal identi-
ties about the ﬂexible and rigid coupling matrices, the spacecraft attitude dynamics is reduced to a
formally singular system with periodically varying parameters, which is quite different from a space-
craft with ﬁxed appendages. In the framework of the singular control theory, the regularity and
impulse-freeness of the singular system is analyzed and then admissible attitude controllers are
designed by Lyapunov’s method. To improve the robustness against system uncertainties, an H1
optimal control is designed by optimizing the H1 norm of the system transfer function matrix.
Comparative numerical experiments are performed to verify the theoretical results.
ª 2014 Production and hosting by Elsevier Ltd. on behalf of CSAA & BUAA.
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In order to maximize the efﬁciency of solar electric power gen-
eration, spacecraft nowadays are usually equipped with solar
array drive assemblies (SADAs) to keep their solar arrays con-
tinuously facing the Sun. However, system dynamics and con-
trol of the spacecraft with movable ﬂexible appendages become
more complex than those with ﬁxed appendages. Without loss
of generality, the attitude control of a slightly complex space-
craft which consists of a central rigid body and a ﬂexible solar68744713.
u).
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10array rotating slowly with an orbital angular velocity along the
pitch axis, will be considered in this paper. Numerous space-
craft can be treated as this sort of system, such as the satellite
examples in the Engineering Test Satellite (ETS) series of Ja-
pan, the Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite
(GOES) series of US, the Indian Remote-Sensing (IRS) series
of India, and the Satellite Pour l’Observation de la Terre
(SPOT) series of France. Due to the rotation of the solar array,
these spacecraft are typical linear parameter varying models in
which the system modal frequencies, the inertia matrix of the
spacecraft, and the coupling matrices between the spacecraft
attitude motions and solar array vibrations and rotation vary
continuously. Generally speaking, none of these problems will
arise in spacecraft with ﬁxed appendages. One of the feasible
solutions to this kind of control problem is to choose a partic-
ular position of the solar array, e.g., 45, as the worst-case
conﬁguration and design robust controllers, such as the
loop-shaping H1 controller for satellite SPOT-4.
1 ThisSAA & BUAA.Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.
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approach and its robustness against parameter uncertainties
was checked by mixed real/complex l analysis. Using a cone
complementarity linearization algorithm, low-order H1 con-
trollers were developed such that the control scheme may be
more attractive for practical use.2 An alternative solution is
to decompose this time-varying three-axis-coupled multi-input
multi-output control system into three decoupled time-invari-
ant single-input single-output subsystems, in which dynamic
equations are transformed into solar array-ﬁxed reference
frames from body-ﬁxed frames,3–5 and then design robust con-
trollers such as linear-quadratic-Gaussian (LQG) and H1.
This method makes use of the property that the reference
frame of the sun-tracking solar array is actually an inertial
frame. However, as was pointed out in Ref.6, this decoupling
technique is an approximation which requires that the inertia
around the roll/yaw axes of the central rigid body be symmet-
rical. With the development of onboard computational
capabilities, various sophisticated control algorithms in the
framework of gain scheduling are studied. However, schedul-
ing algorithms of control gains may be time and memory con-
suming. Thus Ref.7 developed a linear interpolation law of the
gains such that the gain-scheduling algorithm can be easily
implemented in an onboard satellite computer. As reported
in Ref.8, the gain scheduling control scheme has been tested
by ETS-VIII attitude control experiments on-orbit and com-
pared with other control approaches such as the classical
PID control. However, generally almost all of the control
strategies mentioned above neglected the rotation dynamics
of the solar array.
Different from the above work, this paper will reduce the
spacecraft model to a singular system by taking into account
the dynamics of the rotating ﬂexible solar array. Letting x 2 Rn
(nP 2) denote a state vector and f : Rn · Rn · R+ﬁ Rn de-
note a vector function, the mathematical model of the so-called
singular systems is of the following form:
MðtÞ€xðtÞ ¼ fð _x; x; tÞ ð1Þ
where the coefﬁcient matrix M(t) of the acceleration term is
denominated as the generalized mass matrix, and detM(t) ” 0.
Singular systems are also called differential-algebraic equation
systems since some algebraic constraints can be found explic-
itly in Eq. (1) besides differential equations. Thus some of
the state variables in singular systems are redundant and
should in principle be removed. However, when redundant
variables are of practical interest and importance (like the
rotation and ﬂexible vibrations of the appendage in the space-
craft system under consideration), they should not be simply
canceled. Moreover, redundant variables could not be derived
explicitly if algebraic constraints are transcendental equations.
On the other hand, some physical phenomena such as impulse
and non-causality can be modeled and treated properly in the
framework of a singular system instead of the classical state-
space system.9 As a natural and convenient modeling tech-
nique and a generalized control method, the singular system
theory has been applied to large scale systems, economic pro-
cesses, electrical networks, and complex mechanical systems,
etc.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the dynam-
ics and kinematics of the spacecraft are discussed in detail.
Based on the modal identities, mathematical singularity of
the spacecraft model is investigated and a generalizedstate-space formulation is presented in Section 3. In Section 4,
an analysis in terms of the regularity and impulse-free property
of the system is performed in the framework of singular con-
trol theory. On this basis, admissible attitude control laws with
output feedback are constructed by Lyapunov’s method. Then
an H1 optimal control is introduced to improve the system
robustness against the model and variable uncertainties.
Numerical simulations are carried out based on the ﬁnite ele-
ment analysis data of GOES-8 satellite in Section 5 to verify
the controller designs and make a comparison with other con-
trollers. Concluding remarks are made and some possible
research topics are proposed in Section 6.
2. Spacecraft attitude dynamics and problem statement
Complex spacecraft usually have several large, ﬂexible, and/or
movable appendages connected to their core bodies. An accu-
rate kinetic model of these spacecraft will contain quite a num-
ber of high-order nonlinear terms, and its system analysis and
control design may become very difﬁcult if not impossible. For
tractability several assumptions are necessary to simplify the
complex spacecraft model in practice, namely: (i) the orbital
and the attitude motions of the spacecraft are decoupled from
each other (i.e., orbital dynamics will not be considered in atti-
tude dynamics); (ii) the center of mass of the spacecraft will not
change in spite of the rotations and vibrations of the solar ar-
ray; and (iii) variables of the attitude motion of the spacecraft,
and those of the rotations and vibrations of the solar array are
all ﬁrst-order inﬁnitesimal variables such that their products
are high-order inﬁnitesimal terms and can be neglected in the
mathematical model.
Let x= [xx xy xz]
T 2 R3, X 2 R, and g= [g1 g2
. . . gN]
T 2 RN denote respectively the angular velocities of
the spacecraft, the angular velocity of the solar array, and
modal coordinates with truncation number N, one of the
well-known formulations of the attitude dynamics of the
spacecraft system, as shown in Fig. 1, is then presented as
follows10,11
J _xþ Jbsl _XþHbs€g ¼ TþHOT1ðx;X; _g; gÞ
lTJTbs _xþ lTIsl _Xþ lTHs€g ¼ sþHOT2ðx;X; _g; gÞ
HTbs _xþHTs l _Xþ €g ¼ D _g KgþHOT3ðx;X; _g; gÞ
8><>: ð2Þ
where HOT1ðx;X; _g; gÞ, HOT2ðx;X; _g; gÞ and
HOT3ðx;X; _g; gÞ are the high-order inﬁnitesimal terms that
do not contain any acceleration variables ð _x; _X, or €gÞ. l= [0
1 0]T is the rotational direction of the solar array, which means
the solar array is rotating along the pitch axis of the spacecraft.
The N · N diagonal matrices D and K are the orthonormal
modal damping and stiffness of the ﬂexible appendage, and
both are strictly positive deﬁnite. Note that the inertia matrix
of the whole spacecraft with respect to (w.r.t.) the central
body-ﬁxed reference frame Fb is
J ¼ Jb þ Js ð3Þ
where Jb is the inertia matrix of the central body, and Js is that
of the solar array, which is expressed explicitly by10
Js ¼ CbsIsCTbs þms~b~bT þ ~bCbs~cTs CTbs þ Cbs~csCTbs~bT ð4Þ
where ms is the total mass of the solar array and Is is the inertia
matrix of the solar array w.r.t. the solar array-ﬁxed reference
frame Fs. ~b and ~cs are respectively the skew-symmetric matrices
Fig. 1 Schematic of the spacecraft with a rotating ﬂexible solar array.
138 D. Lu, Y. Liuof b (position vector of the hinge point of the solar array) and
cs (the ﬁrst moment of inertia of the solar array). For example,
b ¼ b1 b2 b3½ T ) ~b ¼
0 b3 b2
b3 0 b1
b2 b1 0
264
375
The coordinate transformation matrix Cbs transforms the vec-
tors between reference frames from Fs to Fb:
Cbs ¼ CbsðaÞ ¼
cos a 0 sin a
0 1 0
 sin a 0 cos a
264
375
in which a 2 [0,2p) is the rotation angle of the solar array
around the pitch axis. Jbs 2 R3·3 is denominated as the rigid
coupling matrix and has the following expression10:
Jbs ¼ CbsIs þ ~bCbs~cTs ð5Þ
As a counterpart, Hs and Hbs are two ﬂexible coupling matri-
ces. Let rj be the position vector of the solar array elemental
mass mj, then their explicit expressions are
10
Hs ¼
X
j2SA
mj~rjUj ð6Þ
and
Hbs ¼
X
j2SA
mjð~bCbs þ Cbs~rjÞUj ¼ ~bCbsPs þ CbsHs ð7Þ
where Ps ¼
P
j2SAmjUj and Uj is the jth mode shape of the ﬂex-
ible appendage. Clearly, Hs and Ps are constant matrices given
by ﬁnite element analysis, whereas Hbs and Jbs are periodically
varying matrices w.r.t. a.
Finally, the control torques are respectively T= [Tx Ty Tz]
T
2 R3 generated by the reaction wheels mounted on the
central bus, and s 2 R generated by a driving motor inside
the SADA.
The basic control purpose for this three axis stabilized
spacecraft is to continuously keep the central body facing the
Earth, and the solar array facing the Sun, while ﬂexible vibra-
tions of the appendage are damped out, i.e.,
lim
t!1
½xT _gT gT XT ¼ xTd 0T 0T Xd
 T ð8Þ
where the desired velocity of the spacecraft xd and that of the
solar array Xd constantly depend upon the orbital angular
velocity Xo:
xd ¼ ½0 Xo 0T;Xd ¼ Xo
In order to change this tracking problem to a regulating one,
let Dx and DX be the tracking errors of the angular velocities,
then they could be written asDx ¼ x CbdðqÞxd
DX ¼ XXd

Explicitly, Cbd(q) is of the form
CbdðqÞ ¼ q20  qTv qv
 
133 þ 2qvqTv  2q0~qv
where the identity matrix 13·3 2 R3·3, and the unit quaternion
parameter of the tracking error
q ¼ ½q0 j q1 q2 q3T ¼ q0 j qTv
 T
satisfy the following constraint:
q20 þ qTv qv ¼ 1
With the above deﬁnition of the unit quaternion, the kinemat-
ics of the attitude tracking error is given by the following
equations:
_q0 ¼  1
2
qTvDx; _qv ¼
1
2
ðq0133 þ ~qvÞDx ð9Þ
Meanwhile the angle error of the solar array is derived by
D _a ¼ XXd ¼ DX ð10Þ
Thus, the control purpose Eq. (8) has become a regulation
problem, i.e., a way to develop suitable controllers T and s
via the feedback of measurable outputs q, x, a, and X such
that
lim
t!1
1 q0 qTv DxT _gT gT Da DX
 T
¼ ½0 0T 0T 0T 0T 0 0T ð11Þ3. Mathematical singularity and singular form
3.1. Modal identities and mathematical singularity of the system
In the ﬂexible spacecraft model, the number of ﬂexible modal
variables is usually quite large. Thus modal truncation is nec-
essary and one of the commonly-used criteria is the so-called
inertial completeness index,12 which is introduced on the basis
of modal identities. In the case of the ﬁxed solar array, there
exist the following well-known modal identities w.r.t. Fs,
PsP
T
s  ms133; HsPTs  ~cs; HsHTs  Is ð12Þ
For the rotating appendage within the present context, one can
obtain that
JHbsHTbs  Jb; Jbs HbsHTs  033 ð13Þ
Actually, by combining identities (Eq. (12)) with Eqs. (3)–(5),
and (7), we get
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T
s ¼ ð~bCbsPs þ CbsHsÞHTs ¼ ~bCbsPsHTs þ CbsHsHTs
¼ ~bCbs~cTs þ CbsIs ¼ Jbs
and
HbsH
T
bs ¼ ð~bCbsPs þ CbsHsÞð~bCbsPs þ CbsHsÞ
T
¼ ~bCbsPsPTs CTbs~bT þ ~bCbsPsHTs CTbs þ CbsHsPTs CTbs~bT
þ CbsHsHTs CTbs
¼ ms~b~bT þ ~bCbs~cTs CTbs þ Cbs~csCTbs~bT þ CbsIsCTbs ¼ Js
¼ J Jb
Identities (13) were ﬁrst reported by Ref.10, where they were
proven by Laplace transformation along with the other modal
identities of different forms. It is worth noting that all the iden-
tities above hold only if the system model contains all the ﬂex-
ible modes (that is, N=1).
Now consider spacecraft system model (2) and note that the
corresponding generalized mass matrix is
Ma ¼
J Jbsl Hbs
lTJTbs l
TIsl l
THs
HTbs H
T
s l 1
264
375 ð14Þ
According to modal identities (12) and (13), it can be seen that
the second and the third ‘‘rows’’ or ‘‘columns’’ are linearly cor-
related (shown via pre-multiplying the third row by lTHs or
post-multiplying the third column by HTs l). This linear correla-
tion will strictly hold when the number of modal variables N in
the system model increases to inﬁnity, so that
lim
N!1
detMa ¼ 0
This is a reasonable supposition because vibrations of contin-
uous structures consist of inﬁnite ﬂexible modes, as viewed
from continuum mechanics. It reminds people that if adequate
ﬂexible modes are contained in the system, then it is a stiff sys-
tem, i.e., a system that is very difﬁcult to numerically integrate
by explicit ﬁxed-step methods, such as RK4 methods. Actu-
ally, by pre-multiplying the third equation of system (2) by
lTHs, together with the second equation the following torque
constraint results:
0 ¼ sþ lTHsD _gþ lTHsKg ð15Þ
which indicates that the sum of the components of all the elas-
tic torques and damping torques along the drive axis should be
equal to the drive torque. This constraint relationship suggests
that system (2) is a singular system.
3.2. Generalized state-space formulation
Let u be the total tracking error of the angular velocity of the
rotating solar array in the modal coordinate, i.e.,
u ¼ HTbsDxþHTs lDXþ _g ð16Þ
then it follows that
_g ¼ uHTbsDxHTs lDX
€g ¼ _uHTbsD _x _HTbsDxHTs lD _X
(
Neglecting the high-order inﬁnitesimal term  _HTbsDx
 
according to the linearized modeling assumptions and substi-
tuting the above two formulae into system (2) (with anotherhigh-order inﬁnitesimal term _Cbdxd neglected), then letting
x(t) = [DxT uT gT DX]T, we get a generalized state-space
formulation
M _xðtÞ ¼ AðaÞxðtÞ þ Bu
yðtÞ ¼ CxðtÞ

ð17Þ
with u= [TT s]T, y= [DxT DX]T, and
M ¼
J1b JHbsHTbs
 
0 0 J1b ðJbs HbsHTs Þl
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
lT JTbs HsHTbs
 
0 0 lT Is HsHTs
 
l
266664
377775
¼
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0
26664
37775 ð18Þ
in which all the identity matrices 1 and the null matrices 0 are
of compatible dimensions. The system matrix is divided into
four blocks:
ð19Þ
where
A11ðaÞ ¼
J1b HbsDHTbs J1b HbsD J1b HbsK
DHTbs D K
HTbs 1 0
264
375 ð20Þ
A12ðaÞ ¼
J1b HbsDHTs l
DHTs l
HTs l
264
375 ð21Þ
A21ðaÞ ¼ lTHsDHTbs lTHsD lTHsK
  ð22Þ
and a constant scalar,
A22 ¼ lTHsDHTs l ð23Þ
Finally, the input and the output matrices are
B ¼
J1b 0
0 0
0 0
0 1
26664
37775; C ¼ 1 0 0 00 0 0 1
 
It is worth pointing out that the deﬁnition of the total velocity
of the solar array, i.e., Eq. (16), for deriving the ﬁrst-order
state-space formulation is commonly used in the research on
attitude control of spacecraft with ﬁxed ﬂexible appendages
(i.e., a ” a0), where the basic assumption is that the ﬁrst modal
identity of Eq. (13) holds no matter how many ﬂexible modes
have been truncated (see Ref.13 for instance). For the space-
craft under consideration, when the solar array is ﬁxed at a0
(thus X0 ” 0), we can get the following non-singular system:JbD _x ¼ Hbsða0ÞDHTbsða0ÞDxþHbsða0ÞDu
þHbsða0ÞKgþ T
_u ¼ DHTbsða0ÞDxDu Kg
_g ¼ HTbsða0ÞDxþ u
8>><>>:
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control. However, a singular system results when the ﬁrst-or-
der state-space formalism is extended to the case of the space-
craft with rotating ﬂexible appendages in this paper.
Now notice that an algebraic equation is obtained within
the singular system (17), that is
0 ¼ s lTHsDHTbsDxþ lTHsDuþ lTHsKg
 lTHsDHTs lDX ð24Þ
By substituting Eq. (16) into Eq. (24), it can be seen that the
algebraic equation is equivalent to Eq. (15). This constraint de-
ﬁnes a manifold where system (17) is running.
4. Admissible control system design
4.1. Preliminaries to singular systems
Singular control systems are not only stable, but they should
also be regular and impulse-free. Since the spacecraft is mod-
eled as a singular system with periodically varying parameters,
some preliminary concepts about time-varying singular sys-
tems are introduced as follows.
Deﬁnition 1. 14
Consider the following singular system:
M _xðtÞ ¼ AðtÞxðtÞ þ BðtÞu
where rankðMÞ= r 6 n= dimðxÞ, and dim(Æ) denotes the
dimensions of a vector.
(i) if there exists a scalar k 2 C such that
detðkM AðtÞÞ–0; 8tP 0
the singular system is said to be uniformly regular; and
(ii) if the following equation holds,
degðdetðkM AðtÞÞÞ ¼ r; 8tP 0
where deg(Æ) denotes the degree of a polynomial, the singular
system is said to be impulse-free.
Unfortunately, the criterion of impulse-free property is not
applicable when the pair (M,A(t)) are abstract matrices with
unspeciﬁed components and symbolic dimensions, thus Lem-
ma 1 is needed.
Lemma 1. 15For the following form of the matrix pair
M ¼ 1 0
0 0
 
; AðtÞ ¼ A11ðtÞ A12ðtÞ
A21ðtÞ A22ðtÞ
 
the singular system ðM;A(t)) is regular, then it is impulse-free if
and only if A22(t) is nonsingular for any tP 0.
Deﬁnition 2. 9
A singular system is said to be admissible if it is regular,
impulse-free, and stable.
Lemma 2. 16For a positive semi-deﬁnite Hermitian
matrix D 2 Rn·n and any matrix X satisfying XH X= 1k·k, the
following inequality holdsYk
i¼1
knkþiðDÞ 6 detðXHDXÞ 6
Yk
i¼1
kiðDÞ
where knðDÞ 6 kn1ðDÞ 6    6 k1ðDÞ are all the eigenvalues of
D, and XH is the complex conjugate transpose of X.4.2. Regularity and impulse-freeness
Anticipating the need in subsequent subsections, the regularity
and impulse-freeness of system (17) with output-feedback are
considered, and the results are summarized in the following
proposition:
Theorem 1. There exists an output feedback control
u ¼ ky; k ¼ kd133 0
0 jd
 
where kdP 0 and jdP 0, such that the closed-loop singular
system
M _x ¼ ðAðaÞ  BkCÞx ð25Þ
is regular and impulse-free. Speciﬁcally, kd = jd = 0 implies
that system (17) is regular and impulse-free in essence, and
kd > 0, jd > 0 implies that the closed-loop system with negative
feedback will not lose the regularity and impulse-freeness.
Proof. Let
where
bA11 ¼ kd133  J
1
b HbsDH
T
bs J
1
b HbsD J
1
b HbsK
DHTbs D K
HTbs 1 0
264
375
bA12 ¼ A12; bA21 ¼ A21
and the scalarbA22 ¼ jd þ A22 ¼ jd  lTHsDHTs l
Using the modal identities, one can obtain that
lTHsH
T
s l ¼ lTIsl ¼ Isy > 0
where Isy is the moment of inertia about the y-axis of the solar
array. Then the following estimation can be drawn according
to Lemma 2:
kminðDÞIsy 6 lTHsDHTs l 6 kmaxðDÞIsy ð26Þ
where kminðDÞ is the minimum eigenvalue of modal damping
matrix D, and kmaxðDÞ its maximum value, and both of them
are positive scalars. Therefore,
lTHsDH
T
s l > 0
and
A22 < 0
However, (i) the modal damping of space structures is
usually very light, i.e., kminðDÞ 6 kmaxðDÞ  1, and (ii) the
Singular formalism and admissible control of spacecraft with rotating ﬂexible solar array 141moment of inertia about y-axis is usually the least one
compared with the other axes so as to reduce the drive
power. Therefore A22 may be close to zero in the worst
case according to Eq. (26). Thus, if a proper value of
jd > 0 is chosen such thatbA22 ¼ jd  lTHsDHTs l 0
the closed-loop singular system will be strictly impulse-free, if
it is regular as well according to Lemma 1––actually, by Deﬁ-
nition 1 there exists k 2 C such that
detðkM bAÞ ¼ det k1 bA11 bA12
bA21  bA22
" #
¼ detðbA22Þdetðk1 bA11 þ bA12 bA122 bA21Þ–0
since bA22 – 0, and the matrix bA11 þ bA12 bA122 bA21 is bounded.
Therefore the regularity and the impulse-freeness of the system
have been veriﬁed. h
Remark 1. The above proof of the regularity and impulse-free
property can be generalized to the case of three-dimensional
rotations of the appendage (i.e., l is dropped in Eqs. (2) and
(17)), where the key step is also the estimation of
det HsDH
T
s
 
. Letting k1, k2, k3 denote respectively the three
maximum eigenvalues of D and kn2, kn1, kn the three mini-
mum ones, Eq. (26) can be rewritten as
0 < knkn1kn2 det Is 6 det HsDHTs
 
6 k3k2k1 det Is ð27Þ
which shows that HsDH
T
s is also nonsingular.
A regular and impulse-free singular system guarantees that
Lyapunov’s method is applicable in the controller design.
4.3. Admissible output feedback control
If bounded scalar functions can be found to describe all the
system dynamics and the time-derivative of the functions ex-
ists, Lyapunov’s method is suitable for stability analysis and
control design. With this motivation, a Lyapunov function
candidate is formulated to represent the whole system (9),
(10), and (17), namely
V ¼ kp ð1 q0Þ2 þ qTv qv
h i
þ 1
2
jpDa
2 þ 1
2
DxTJbDx
þ 1
2
uTuþ 1
2
gTKg
¼ kp ð1 q0Þ2 þ qTv qv
h i
þ 1
2
jpDa
2 þ 1
2
xTPMx ð28Þ
with kp > 0, jp > 0 and P= diag(Jb,1,K, 1). Obviously, Eq.
(28) is bounded if and only if all the state variables, namely,
q0, qv, Da, Dx, DX, u, and g, are bounded, while the bounded-
ness of DX is guaranteed by the impulse-free condition––recall-
ing algebraic equation (24), and if the control input s takes the
form of s= jdDX  jpDa, the following inequality can be
given
DX ¼ jpDa lTHsDHTbsDxþ lTHsDuþ lTHsKg
 
= jd þ lTHsDHTs l
 
<1
since jd þ lTHsDHTs l–0. Now consider Eqs. (9), (10), (16) and
(17) and note that
PM ¼MTP ð29Þthen the time-derivative of the scalar function V is given by a
straightforward computation as
_V ¼ kp 2ðq0  1Þ _q0 þ 2qTv _qv
 þ jpDaD _aþ xTPM _x
¼ kpqTvDxþ jpDaDXþ xTPAxþ xTPBu
¼ kpqTvDxþ jpDaDX _gTD _gþ DxTTþ DXs
ð30Þ
Clearly, if the control laws are designed as
T ¼ kdDx kpqv
s ¼ jdDX jpDa

ð31Þ
then
_V ¼  _gTD _g kdDxTDx jdDX2
6 kminðDÞk _gk2  kdkDxk2  jdkDXk2
6 rkvk2
ð32Þ
with v ¼ ½ _gTDxTDXT and r ¼ minfkminðDÞ; kd; jdg. The anal-
ysis above can be summarized as the following proposition:
Theorem 2. The closed-loop singular system (9), (10), and
(17) is asymptotically stabilized by the output feedback control
laws (31); and it is admissible.
Proof. Integrating both sides of Eq. (32) yields
Vð1Þ  Vð0Þ 6 r
Z 1
0
kvðtÞk2dt ¼ rkvk22 ð33Þ
where i Æ i2 is the L2 norm. Since V(t)P 0, it follows that
rkvk22 6 Vð0Þ  Vð1Þ 6 Vð0Þ
that is
kvk2 6
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Vð0Þ=r
p
Therefore vðtÞ 2 L2½0;1Þ. Furthermore, considering rela-
tionship (33) one can infer that V(t) is uniformly bounded in
t along the system trajectories, that is
lim
t!1
VðtÞ <1
It implies that vðtÞ is uniformly bounded. Moreover, from sys-
tem equations it follows that _vðtÞ is uniformly bounded, thus
vðtÞ is uniformly continuous. As vðtÞ is a uniformly continuous
function in L2[0, 1), from the Barbalat lemma it can be con-
cluded that
lim
t!1
vðtÞ ¼ 0
At that time
u  0) _u  0) g  0
and
D _x  0; D _X  0) T  0; s  0) qv  0; Da  0
Therefore the solution to the system will eventually converge
to
fqv ¼ 0; Da ¼ 0; Dx ¼ 0; DX ¼ 0; g ¼ 0; u ¼ 0g
which implies that the origin of the closed-loop system is
asymptotically stable.
Together with Theorem 1, the closed-loop system is admis-
sible according to Deﬁnition 2. h
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Although the output-feedback-based PD control is able to sta-
bilize singular system (17), spacecraft with ﬂexible structures in
practice are affected by many internal and external distur-
bances, such as spill-over effects, neglected nonlinearities,
unmodeled dynamics, parameter variation, and measurement
noises in the sensors, which may degrade the closed-loop per-
formance and sometimes lead to instability. Ongoing efforts
have been devoted to cope with these uncertainties and im-
prove the performance of the control systems, such as the anal-
ysis and synthesis methods proposed in recent works.17–20
Through exempliﬁcation, Ref.21 has emphasized the applica-
tion of robust control concepts from an integrated control-
structure point of view in the overall attitude and orbit control
system design.
For the sake of brevity without loss of generality, robust
H1 optimal control is considered herein against structural
parameter variations due to solar array rotation and random
noises in angular velocity measurement. Notice that by choos-
ing a solar array angle a1, the transfer function matrix of the
admissible singular system can be obtained by
GðsÞ ¼ CðsMða1Þ  bAÞ1B
where s is the Laplace variable. This is true because
detðsM bAÞ exists at any time, as claimed in the proof of The-
orem 1. Therefore, based on the robust control theory, an H1
optimal control system is constructed as shown in Fig. 2, in
which W1(s), W2(s), W3(s) are the weighting functions, r(t) is
input, n(t) is the uniform random noise, and G(s) is the general-
ized control plant with structural uncertainties.
In such settings, Gc(s) is the resultingH1 optimal controller
given by the robust synthesis toolbox in MATLAB, where the
stability of the whole system is guaranteed by the small-gain
theorem.22 Comparisons and performance analysis of the
H1 optimal control versus the PD control will be provided
by computer simulations in the next section.5. Simulation experiments
Published in Ref.11, the ﬁnite element analysis data of the
American geosynchronous meteorological satellite GOES-8
provide a set of complex ﬂexible spacecraft parameters of
system (17) for numerical simulation. Besides a rotating
ﬂexible solar array, GOES-8 carries another ﬂexible but ﬁxedFig. 2 Schematic of the H1appendage (the solar sail), which will be neglected because
modal identities as the premise of the mathematical singularity
involve properties of the solar array only. Some important
parameters of GOES-8 are transcribed as follows for the sake
of clarity.
The inertia matrices of the central body and the solar array
are given by
Jb ¼
1028:8716 10:9150 23:6426
10:9150 1026:2444 17:8563
23:6426 17:8563 1117:2465
264
375 kg  m2
and
I s ¼
1104:6067 9:3024 0:0576
9:3024 28:7784 2:2498
0:0576 2:2498 1076:3055
264
375 kg  m2
The ﬂexible coupling matrices of the solar array are
H s ¼
0:001312 33:233892 0:002936 0:326503 0:006997
0:009509 0:329167 0:067510 4:868742 0:116229
31:935654 0:001202 5:618361 0:128195 3:833407
264
375 ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃkgp  m
and
Ps ¼
6:362845 0:000428 3:745014 0:139602 3:858466
0:060110 0:061114 0:346686 0:007505 0:220996
0:000268 7:519367 0:001814 0:196472 0:000649
264
375 ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃkgp
Both of them consist of the inﬂuence of ﬁve ﬂexible modes,
namely, the ﬁrst, third, and ﬁfth modes that are mainly
out-of-plane bending, the second mode that is mainly in-plane
bending, and the fourth mode that is mainly torsion. Natural
frequencies of these modes are K= 2p diag(0.172617,
0.692549,1.072639,1.832541,2.507761) rad/s, and the stiffness
matrix is K= K2. Supposing damping ratios are
n= diag(0.004,0.005,0.0064,0.008,0.0085), the damping ma-
trix can be generated by D= 2nK.
The two position vectors about the solar array are
b= [0.02764 0.78871 0.00844]T m, and rs = [0.02045
2.915900.02455]T m, where rs is the position vector from
the hinge point to the mass center of the solar array w.r.t. Fs
(see Fig. 1). With the mass ms = 85.74 kg, the ﬁrst moment
of inertia of the solar array can be calculated by cs = msrs.
Using ms, cs, and Is, one can investigate the inertial complete-
ness of the ﬂexible coupling matrices by modal identities (12).
For simplicity, the initial attitude error q(0) and rotation
angle error Da(0) are presumed to be [1 0 0 0]T and zero respec-
tively. Suppose that the orbital angular velocity is Xo = 0.060optimal control system.
Fig. 4 Satellite attitude errors.
Fig. 5 Satellite angular velocities.
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[0  Xo 0]T, and Xd = Xo. The parameters of the controllers
in Eq. (31) are chosen as kp = 250, jp = 25 and kd = 2500,
jd = 250. The weighting functions of the H1 control are
W 1ðsÞ ¼W 3ðsÞ ¼ diag 100
sþ 0:5 ;
100
sþ 0:5 ;
100
sþ 0:5 ;
100
sþ 1

 
and
W 2ðsÞ ¼ 100 sþ 1
sþ 2 diagð1; 1; 1; 1Þ
whereW2(s) is required to be a proper transfer function matrix
to guarantee the existence of the solution to H1 optimization.
Together with the system transfer matrix G(s) (by setting
a1 = 0), the H1 optimal controller Gc(s) can be generated by
the MATLAB command hinfopt() immediately. The ampli-
tude of the uniform random noise is 1 · 105. For fairness in
comparison with H1 optimal control, the following low-pass
ﬁlter is introduced for the PD control to suppress the high fre-
quency noises:
FðsÞ ¼ 1
1:5sþ 1
where the cutoff frequency is 2/3 Hz.
With an initial condition (notice the initial vibrations) of
xð0Þ ¼ ½DxTð0Þ _gTð0Þ gTð0Þ DXð0Þ ¼ ½ 0 0 0 0:001    0:001|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
10
0 
T
simulations of the singular dynamic system (2) and its kine-
matic equations (9) and (10) under the control of PD and
H1 optimal are powered by ode45 or the stiff equation solvers
in MATLAB/Simulink for 60 s. The time histories of the sys-
tem’s responses and control inputs are shown in Figs. 3–7.
Clearly, there exists no inﬁnite impulse phenomenon. In the
presence of uncertainties in model parameters and measure-
ment noises in the state variables, and both of the control laws
are able to drive the core body and the appendage to the pre-
scribed angular velocities without attitude or rotation errors,
as illustrated in Figs. 3–5. However, the H1 optimal control
reaches the steady state within much less settling time and with
less oscillations both in velocities and ﬂexible modal coordi-
nates when compared with the PD plus low-pass ﬁlter control.
This is because the convergence rates of the ﬂexible modal
oscillations in the PD control system depend simply upon
the appendage structural damping (D), which usually is very
weak, whereas the H1 optimal control, roughly speaking,Fig. 3 Solar array rotation angle and velocity.considerably improves the performance by extracting the mod-
al information from the velocity feedback and producing the
feedforward counteraction to the oscillations. Yet the main
drawback of the H1 optimal control is that it requires larger
input magnitude and higher actuation frequency than the PDFig. 6 Solar array ﬂexible modal coordinates.
Fig. 7 Control torques.
144 D. Lu, Y. Liucontrol scheme (see Fig. 7), which may constrain its implemen-
tation in engineering practice.
6. Conclusions
This paper discusses the attitude control of a spacecraft with a
rotating ﬂexible solar array. The mathematical singularity of
the attitude dynamics is investigated, and a formally singular
model is established based on the linearization assumptions
and the modal identities, which has not been reported in exist-
ing literature. In the framework of singular control theory, an
admissible control system is developed and optimized in the
sense of H1 norm to improve the closed-loop robustness,
and then the system is veriﬁed by numerical simulation. As a
complicated electro-mechanical actuator, however, the dynam-
ics of the solar array drive assembly has not been considered in
the spacecraft model. Furthermore, initial instantaneous jumps
must have occurred in this complex singular system. The phys-
ical essence and detrimental effects of these jumps, as well as
their control, call for further research.
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